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EXPLANATORY NOTE

ANSYS, Inc. is filing this Amendment No. 1 on Form 8-K/A (the “Amendment”) to amend its Form 8-K, originally filed with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission on October 26, 2020 (the “Original 8-K”), for the sole purpose of correcting the Item reference and changing it from “Item 1.01”
to “Item 8.01.” No other revisions have been made to the Original 8-K, and other than mentioned in the foregoing sentence, this Amendment does not
amend, update, or change any other items or disclosures contained in the Original 8-K. The complete text of the Original 8-K, as amended by this
Amendment, is set forth below.

 
Item 8.01 Other Events

On October 23, 2020, ANSYS, Inc. (“Ansys”) entered into a definitive agreement to acquire Analytical Graphics, Inc. (“AGI”), a premier provider of
mission-driven simulation, modeling, testing and analysis software for aerospace, defense and intelligence applications. The purchase price for the
transaction is $700 million, of which 67% of the consideration will be paid in cash and 33% will be paid through the issuance of Ansys common stock.
In conjunction with the transaction, Ansys anticipates obtaining new debt financing to fund a significant portion of the cash component of the purchase
price.

The transaction is expected to close in the fourth quarter of 2020, subject to the receipt of regulatory clearance and the satisfaction of customary closing
conditions. The transaction is not expected to have a meaningful impact on the 2020 non-GAAP results. Ansys expects that the transaction will add
$75 million to $85 million of non-GAAP revenue to its 2021 results and will be modestly accretive to non-GAAP diluted earnings per share.
Non-GAAP projections exclude the effects of acquisition adjustments to deferred revenue, stock-based compensation, amortization of acquired
intangible assets and transaction costs related to the acquisition. The corresponding GAAP revenue and diluted earnings per share measures are not
estimable on a forward-looking basis at this time, as such measures require a fair valuation to be performed on the net assets purchased, which will be
completed subsequent to the closing.

Forward-Looking Statements

This document contains certain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 with respect to
the proposed acquisition, including statements regarding the benefits of the acquisition, the anticipated timing of the acquisition and the products and
markets of each company. These forward-looking statements generally are identified by the words “believe,” “project,” “expect,” “anticipate,”
“estimate,” “intend,” “future,” “opportunity,” “plan,” “may,” “should,” “will,” “would,” and similar expressions. Forward-looking statements are
predictions, projections and other statements about future events that are based on current expectations and assumptions and, as a result, are subject to
risks and uncertainties. Many factors could cause actual future events to differ materially from the forward-looking statements in this document,
including but not limited to: (i) the risk that the acquisition may not be completed in a timely manner or at all, (ii) the failure to satisfy the conditions to
the consummation of the acquisition, including the receipt of certain regulatory approvals, (iii) the occurrence of any event, change or other
circumstance that could give rise to the termination of the acquisition agreement, (iv) risks that the proposed transaction disrupts current plans and
operations of AGI and potential difficulties in AGI employee retention as a result of the transaction, (v) risks related to diverting management’s attention
from AGI’s ongoing business operations, (vi) the ability of Ansys to successfully integrate AGI’s operations, product lines, and technology, (vii) the
ability of Ansys to implement its plans, forecasts, and other expectations with respect to AGI’s business after the completion of the proposed acquisition
and realize additional opportunities for growth and innovation, (viii) the short-



and longer-term effects of the COVID-19 pandemic; and (ix) adverse changes in the economic and political conditions in the regions in which Ansys
and AGI operate. In addition, please refer to the documents that Ansys files with the SEC on Forms 10-K, 10-Q and 8-K. These filings identify and
address other important risks and uncertainties that could cause events and results to differ materially from those contained in the forward-looking
statements set forth in this document. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made. Readers are cautioned not to put undue
reliance on forward-looking statements, and Ansys assumes no obligation to update or revise these forward-looking statements, whether as a result of
new information, future events, or otherwise.
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